
U.S.: Secretary of State Lays Out

Iran Strategy

What Happened: U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo delivered a

policy address laying out a plan B for the United States' Iran strategy,

ABC News reported May 21. Pompeo said the United States is open to

a new deal, issued a list of 12 demands aimed at guaranteeing Iran has

no possible path to a nuclear weapon and threatened the strongest

sanctions in history if Tehran doesn't change course. 

Why It Matters: The announcement comes amid EU efforts to

entice Iran to stay in the Iran nuclear deal, formally known as the

Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA), following the U.S.

withdrawal. Pompeo made it clear that the United States would not

renegotiate the JCPOA.

Background: U.S. President Donald Trump withdrew from the Iran

nuclear deal on May 8 over concerns that the deal was not

comprehensive enough and failed to target Iran's destabilizing

activities in the region. 

Read More: 

What the U.S. Withdrawal Will Do to the Iran Nuclear

Deal (May 8, 2018)

Why the EU and Iran Have Little Hope of Rescuing the

Nuclear Deal (May 16, 2018) 
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U.S.: Secretary of State Lays Out
Iran Strategy
What Happened: U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo delivered a
policy address laying out a plan B for the United States' Iran strategy,
ABC News reported May 21. Pompeo said the United States is open to
a new deal, issued a list of 12 demands aimed at guaranteeing Iran has
no possible path to a nuclear weapon and threatened the strongest
sanctions in history if Tehran doesn't change course.

Why It Matters: The announcement comes amid EU efforts to
entice Iran to stay in the Iran nuclear deal, formally known as the
Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA), following the U.S.
withdrawal. Pompeo made it clear that the United States would not
renegotiate the JCPOA.

Background: U.S. President Donald Trump withdrew from the Iran
nuclear deal on May 8 over concerns that the deal was not
comprehensive enough and failed to target Iran's destabilizing
activities in the region.

Read More:

• What  the U.S. Withdrawal Will Do to the Iran Nuclear
Deal (May 8, 2018)

• W h y  the EU and Iran Have Little Hope of Rescuing  the
Nuclear Deal (May 16, 2018)
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